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Abstract. Controlled online experiments in which envisaged changes to a web
site are first tested live with a small subset of site visitors have proven to predict
the effects of these changes quite accurately. However, these experiments often
require expensive infrastructure and are costly in terms of development effort.
This paper advocates a systematic approach to the design and implementation of
such experiments in order to overcome the aforementioned drawbacks by making
use of Aspect-Oriented Software Development and Software Product Lines.

1 Introduction

During the past few years, e-commerce on the Internet has experienced a remarkable
growth. For online vendors like Amazon, Expedia and many others, creating a user
interface that maximizes sales is thereby crucially important. Different studies [9,8] re-
vealed that small changes at the user interface can cause surprisingly large differences
in the amount of purchases made, and experience has shown that it is very difficult for
interface designers and marketing experts to foresee how users react to small changes
in websites. The behavioral difference that users exhibit at web pages with minimal
differences in structure or content quite often deviates considerably from all plausible
predictions that designers had initially made [18,23,21]. For this reason, several tech-
niques have been developed by industry that use actual user behavior to measure the
benefits of design modifications [14]. These techniques for controlled online experi-
ments on the web can help to anticipate users’ reactions without putting a company’s
revenue at risk. This is achieved by implementing and studying the effects of modifi-
cations on a tiny subset of users rather than testing new ideas directly on the complete
user base.

Although the theoretical foundations and practical lessons learned from such exper-
iments have been well described [13], there is little systematic support to their design
and implementation. In this work, we advocate a systematic approach to the design
and implementation of such experiments based on Software Product Lines [5] and As-
pect Oriented Software Development (AOSD) [10]. Section 2 overviews the different
techniques involved in online tests and points out their shortcomings. Section 3 de-
scribes our approach, briefly introducing software product lines and AOSD. Section 4
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introduces a prototype tool that we developed to test the feasibility of our approach.
Section 5 compares our proposal with related work, and Section 6 presents some con-
clusions and perspectives.

Fig. 1. Checkout screen: variants A (original, left) and B (modified, right)2

2 Controlled Online Tests on the Web: an Overview

The underlying idea behind controlled online tests of a web interface is to create one or
more different versions of it by incorporating new or modified features, and to test each
version by presenting it to a randomly selected subset of users in order to analyze their
reactions. User response is measured along an overall evaluation criterion (OEC) or
fitness function, which indicates the performance of the different versions or variants.
A simple yet common OEC in e-commerce is the conversion rate, that is, the percentage
of site visits that result in a purchase. OECs may however also be very elaborate, and
consider different factors of user behavior.

Controlled online experiments can be classified into two major categories, depend-
ing on the number of variables involved: (i) A/B, A/B/C, ..., A/../N Split Testing. These
tests compare one or more variations of a single site element or factor, such as a pro-
motional offer. Site developers can quickly see which variation of the factor yields the
highest conversion rates. In the simplest case (A/B test), the original version of the in-
terface is served to 50% of the users (A or Control Group), and the modified version
is served to the other 50% (B or Treatment Group). A/B tests are simple, but not very
informative. For instance, consider Figure 1, which depicts the original version and a
variant of a checkout example taken from [9]1. This variant has been obtained by modi-
fying 9 different factors. While an A/B test tells us which of two alternatives is better, it
does not yield reliable information on how combinations of the different factors influ-
ence the performance of the variant. (ii) Multivariate Testing . A multivariate test can

1 Eisenberg reports that Interface A resulted in 90% fewer purchases, probably because potential
buyers who had no promotion code were put off by the fact that others could get lower prices.

2 c© 2007 ACM, Inc. Included by permission.
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be viewed as a combination of many A/B tests, whereby all factors are systematically
varied. This extends the effectiveness of online tests by allowing the impact of inter-
actions between factors to be measured. A multivariate test can, e.g., reveal that two
interface elements yield an unexpectedly high conversion rate only when they occur
together, or that an element that has a positive effect on conversion loses this effect in
the presence of other elements.

The execution of a test can be logically separated into two steps, namely (a) the
assignment of users to the test, and to one of the subgroups for each of the interfaces
to be tested, and (b) the subsequent selection and presentation of this interface to the
user. Specifically, three implementation methods are currently used: (i) Traffic Split-
ting. Different implementations (variants) are manually created and placed on different
servers. Then, user traffic is diverted to the assigned variant using a proxy. This ap-
proach is expensive, and both website and the code for the measurement of the OEC
have to be replicated across (virtual) servers. Moreover, creating each variant for the
test manually is impossible in most multivariate tests. (ii) Server-side Selection. The
logic that produces the different variants for users is embedded in the code of the site.
In particular, branching logic has to be added to produce the different interfaces. Code
becomes complex and unmanageable if different tests are run concurrently. However,
if these problems are solved, server-side selection is a powerful alternative which has
the potential to automate variant generation. (iii) Client-side Selection. Assignment
and generation of variants is achieved through dynamic modification of each requested
page at the client side using JavaScript. The drawbacks of this approach are similar to
the ones in server-side selection, but in addition, the features subject to experimentation
are far more limited (e.g., only superficial modifications are possible, JavaScript must
be enabled in the client browser, etc.).

3 Systematic Online Test Design and Implementation

To overcome the various limitations described in the previous section, we advocate a
systematic approach to the development of online experiments. For this purpose, we rely
on two different foundations: (i) software product lines provide the means to properly
model the variability inherent in the design of the experiments, and (ii) aspect-oriented
software development (AOSD) helps to reduce the effort and cost of implementing the
variants of the test by capturing variation factors on aspects.

3.1 Test Design Using Software Product Lines

Software Product Line models describe all requirements or features in the potential
variants of a system. In this work, we use a feature-based model similar to the models
employed by FODA [11] or FORM [12]. This model takes the form of a lattice of
parent-child relationships which is typically quite large. Single systems or variants are
then built by selecting a set of features from the model.

Product line models allow the definion of directly reusable (DR) features which are
common to all possible variants, and three types of discriminants or variation points,
namely: (i) Single adaptors (SA): a set of mutually exclusive features; (ii) Multiple
adaptors (MA): a list of alternatives not mutually exclusive (at least one must be se-
lected); and (iii) Options (O): a single optional feature.
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F1(MA) The cart component must include a checkout screen.

– F1.1(SA) There must be an additional ”Continue Shopping” button present.
• F1.1.1(DR) The button is placed on top of the screen.
• F1.1.2(DR) The button is placed at the bottom of the screen.

– F1.2(O) There must be an ”Update” button placed under the quantity box.

– F1.3(SA) There must be a ”Total” present.

• F1.3.1(DR) Text and amount of the ”Total” appear in different boxes.
• F1.3.2(DR) Text and amount of the ”Total” appear in the same box.

– F1.4(O) The screen must provide discount options to the user.

• F1.4.1(DR) There is a ”Discount” box present, with amount in a box next to it on top of the ”Total” box.
• F1.4.2(DR) There is an ”Enter Coupon Code” input box present on top of ”Shipping Method”.
• F1.4.3(DR) There must be a ”Recalculate” button left of ”Continue Shopping.”

Fig. 2. Feature model fragment corresponding to the checkout screen in Figure 1

To define the different interface variants in an online test, we specify common in-
terface features as DR in the feature model. Varying elements are modeled using dis-
criminants. Different combinations of interface features result in different variants. A
fragment of such a feature model for our example is given in Figure 2. Variants can
be manually created by the test designer through the selection of the desired interface
features in the feature model, or automatically by generating all the possible combina-
tions of feature selections. Automatic generation is especially interesting in the case of
multivariate testing. However, not all combinations of feature selections are valid. For
instance, a single feature selection cannot include both F1.3.1 and F1.3.2 (single adap-
tor). Likewise, if F1.4 is selected, it is mandatory to include F1.4.1-F1.4.3 in the selec-
tion. These restrictions are introduced by the discriminants used in the feature model.
If restrictions are not satisfied, the variant is not valid and should not be presented to
users. Feature models can be translated into a logical expression by using features as
atomic propositions and discriminants as logical connectors. By instantiating all the
feature variables in the expression to true if selected, and false if unselected, we can
generate the set of possible variants and then test their validity [17]. A valid variant is
one for which the logical expression of the complete feature model evaluates to true.

3.2 Implementing Tests with Aspects

Aspect-Oriented Software Development (AOSD) is based on the idea that systems are
better programmed by separately specifying their different concerns (areas of interest),
using aspects and a description of their relations with the rest of the system. Those
specifications are then automatically woven (or composed) into a working system.

With conventional programming techniques, programmers have to explicitly call
methods available in other component interfaces in order to access their functional-
ity, whereas the AOSD approach offers implicit invocation mechanisms achieved by
means of join points. These are regions in the dynamic control flow of an application
(method calls or executions, field setting, etc.) which can be intercepted by an aspect-
oriented program by using pointcuts (predicates which allow the quantification of join
points) to match with them. When a join point is matched, the program runs code im-
plementing new behavior (advices) typically before, after, instead of, or around (before
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and after) the matched join point. To illustrate our approach, we use PHP [20] and
phpAspect [3], which provides AspectJ3 -like syntax and abstractions. However, our
proposal is easily adaptable to other platforms.

Cart
Shippingmethod
Subtotal
addItem()
removeItem()
printDiscountBox()
printTotalBox()

General

printHeader()
printBanner()
printMenuTop()
printMenuBottom()

Item
Id
name
price

User
name
email
username
password

tax
total
printCouponCodeBox()
printShippingMethodBox()
printCheckoutTable()
doCheckout()

1   1*   1

1                                 1

Fig. 3. Classes involved in the shopping cart example

We introduce a simplified implementation of the shopping cart in Section 1 to illus-
trate our approach: a ’shopping cart’ class (Cart) allows for the addition and removal
of different items. This class contains a number of methods that render the different
elements in the cart at the interface, such as printTotalBox or printDiscountBox.
These are private methods called from within the public method printCheckout-

Table, used to render the main body of our checkout screen. A user’s checkout is com-
pleted when doCheckout is invoked. The General class contains auxiliary functions,
such as representing common elements of the site (e.g., headers, footers and menus).
Variant implementation. The alternatives used so far for variant implementation have
important disadvantages (discussed in Section 2). These include the need to produce
different versions of the system code either by replicating and modifying it across sev-
eral servers, or using branching logic on the server or client sides.

Using aspects instead of the traditional approaches offers the advantage that the
original source code does not need to be modified, since aspects can be applied as
needed, resulting in different variants. In our approach, each feature described in the
product line is associated to one or more aspects which modify the original system in
a particular way. Hence, when a set of features is selected, the appropriate variant is
obtained by weaving with the base code (i.e., the original system’s code) the set of
aspects associated to the selected features in the variant.

To illustrate how these variations are achieved, consider for instance the features
labeled F1.3.1 and F1.3.2 in Figure 2. These two features are mutually exclusive and
state that in the total box of the checkout screen, text and amount should appear in dif-
ferent boxes rather than the same box, respectively. In the original implementation (Fig-
ure 1.A), text and amount appeared in different boxes, hence there is no need to modify
the behavior if F1.3.1 is selected. When F1.3.2 is selected though, we merely have to re-
place the method that renders the total box. This is achieved by adding the aspect in Fig-
ure 4.A, which defines a pointcut intercepting the execution of Cart.printTotalBox
and applies an around-type advice.

This approach to the generation of variants results in better code reusability (espe-
cially in multivariate testing) as well as reduced costs and efforts, since developers do
not have to replicate nor generate complete variant implementations. Moreover, this ap-
proach is safer and cleaner, because the system logic does not have to be temporally (nor
manually) modified, with the risks this represents in terms of security and reliability.

3 AspectJ [7] is the de-facto standard in aspect-oriented programming languages.
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aspect  replaceTotalBox{
pointcut render:exec(Cart::printTotalBox(*));
around(): render{

/* Alternative rendering code */
}

}

aspect  itemDiscount{
private Item::$discount;
public function Item::getDiscountedPrice() {

return ($this->price - $this->discount) ;
}

}

aspect  accountPurchase{
private $dbtest;
pointcut commitTrans:exec(Cart::doCheckout(*));
function Cart::accountPurchase(DBManager $db){

$db->insert($this->getUserName(), $this->total);
}
around($this): commitTrans{

if (proceed()){ $this->accountPurchase($thisAspect->dbtest); }
}

}

A

B

C

Fig. 4. Aspects: (A) rendering code replacement; (B) item discount inter-type declara-
tions; and (C) data collection

Experimenting with variants may also require the modification of data structures
or method additions to some classes. Consider for instance a test in which developers
want to monitor how customers react to discounts on products in a catalog. Assume
that discounts can be different for each product and that the site has not initially been
designed to include any information on discounts, i.e. this information needs to be in-
troduced somewhere in the code. To solve this problem we can use inter-type decla-
rations. Aspects can declare members (fields, methods, etc.) owned by other classes.
These are called inter-type members. The aspect on Figure 4.B, introduces an addi-
tional discount field in our Item class, and also a getDiscountedPrice method
used when the discounted price of an item is to be retrieved.

Data Collection and User Interaction. The code in charge of measuring and collecting
data for the experiment can also be written as aspects in a concise manner. Consider a
new experiment with our checkout example in which we want to calculate how much
customers spend on average when they visit our site. To this end, we need to add up the
amount of money spent on each purchase. One way to implement this functionality is
again inter-type declarations.

When the aspect in Figure 4.C intercepts the method Cart.doCheckout that com-
pletes a purchase, the associated advice inserts the sales amount into a database that
collects the results from the experiment (but only if the execution of the intercepted
method succeeds, which is represented by proceed in the advice). It is worth noting
that while the database reference belongs to the aspect, the method used to insert the
data belongs to the Cart class.

4 Tool Support

The approach for online experiments on websites that we presented in this article has
been implemented in a prototype tool, called WebLoom. It includes a graphical user
interface to build and visualize feature models. Moreover, the user can attach aspect
code to features. The tool also supports both automatic and manual variant generation,
and is able to deploy code which lays out all the necessary infrastructure to perform the
designed test on a particular website.
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System Logic

Aspect Code for Variants 1..n

Designer

1.a. Specify Feature Model

WebLoom

1.b. Add Feature Code

1.c Define Variants 1..n 
(by Selecting Features )

2. Aspect Code Generation 3. Aspect Weaving

1.d Define OECs

1. Design

Data Collection Aspect Code

Weaver

Test 
Implementation

Fig. 5. Operation of WebLoom

In Figure 5 we can observe the way in which our prototype tool works. The user
enters a description of the potential modifications to be performed on the website in
order to produce the different variants under WebLoom’s guidance. This results in a
basic feature model structure which is then enriched with code associated to the afore-
mentioned modifications (aspects). Once the feature model is complete, the user can
select features to generate any number of variants, which are automatically checked for
validity before being stored. Alternatively, the user can ask the tool to generate all the
valid variants for the current feature model. Once all necessary input has been received,
the tool gathers the code for each particular variant to be tested in the experiment by
collecting all the aspects associated with the features that were selected for the variant.
It then invokes the weaver to produce the actual variant code for the designed test by
weaving the original system code with the aspect code produced by the tool.

5 Related Work

Feature models and AOSD have already been applied in the construction of Web appli-
cations in order to achieve significant productivity gains [22,19]. However, these pro-
posals only exploit one of these alternatives and do not pursue a combined approach.

Regarding the combined use of both approaches, Lee et al. [15] and Loughran
and Rashid [16] present some guidelines on how feature-oriented analysis and aspects
can be combined. Other approaches such as [24] aim at implementing variability, and
the management and tracing of requirements to implementation by integrating model-
driven and aspect-oriented software development. The AMPLE project [1] takes this
approach along the software lifecycle, aiming at traceability during product line evo-
lution. Although both combination approaches and our own proposal employ software
product lines and aspects, the earlier approaches are concerned with the general process
of system construction by identifying and reusing aspect-oriented components, whereas
our approach deals with the creation of different versions of a Web application with a
limited lifespan to test user behavioral response. Hence, our framework is intended to
generate lightweight aspects which are used as a convenient means for the transient
modification of parts of the system. In this sense, it is worth noticing that aspects are
only involved as a means to generate system variants, but not necessarily present in the
original system implementation.

To the extent of our knowledge, no research has so far been reported on treating
online test design and implementation in a systematic manner. A number of consulting
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firms already specialized on analyzing companies’ web presence [4,2]. These firms
offer ad-hoc studies of web retail sites with the goal of achieving higher conversion
rates. Some of them use proprietary technology usually focused on the statistical aspects
of the experiments, requiring significant code refactoring for test implementation.

6 Concluding Remarks

We believe that the benefits of our approach are especially valuable for the problem do-
main that we address. On one hand, testing is performed on a regular basis for websites
to continuously improve their conversion rates. On the other hand, a high percentage of
the tested modifications are discarded since they do not improve the site’s performance.
Therefore, a lot of effort is lost in the process. We believe that WebLoom will save de-
velopers time and effort, reducing the amount of work they have to put into the design
and implementation of online tests.

A more detailed description of our work can be found in [6]. Regarding future work,
we aim at enhancing our basic prototype with additional WYSIWYG extensions for its
graphical user interface. Specifically, developers should be enabled to immediately see
the effects that code modifications and feature selections will have on the appearance
of their web site.
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